
Code of Conduct for Divers…  These rules are designed to protect our wildlife 

and natural resources and ensure your visit will be safe, enjoyable and 

educational… 

 Some locations you may visit aboard Kira Kira may be in protected areas, such as National Parks.  Your 

cruise director or dive leader will inform you of special rules and regulations if such regulations are 

openly available from the government… 

 Capturing, collecting, harvesting or disturbing any living natural resource in designated no take 

zones of officially protected areas, including plants, animals, fish and other marine life, is not 

allowed…  

 Harvesting or disturbing any non living natural resource in designated zones of protected areas, 

including taking of dead coral, shells or stone, is also not allowed… 

 Practice good buoyancy and body control, keeping a safe distance from corals and other marine 

life, particularly in currents or surge… 

 Make sure gauges and other gear are clipped and secured so that they do not dangle, risking 

entanglement or damage to corals or other marine life… 

 Be careful with your fins, never stand or walk on living coral or other marine organisms… 

 If you need to stabilize yourself in powerful current or surge, look for a large boulder or dead 

coral, do not hang on to living coral… 

 Avoid wearing gloves unless required in very cold water… 

 Underwater photographers should be particularly careful about avoiding physical contact with 

the reef.  A camera is not a license to move, prod, or harass marine life.   Do not move marine 

animals from their natural habitat, substrate or shelter… 

 Possession or use of chemicals (natural or synthetic) or explosives  for fishing, including for the 

purpose of stunning, is not allowed except for qualified marine scientists taking samples for 

legitimate research purposes… 

 Possession or use of spear guns and other  fishing gear is not allowed in national marine park 

areas except by prior arrangement and in pre designated areas, and is never allowed with scuba 

or other underwater breathing apparatus…  

 Do not dispose of non biodegradable waste into the ocean or on to the ground…  

Kira Kira often operates in remote areas, far from sutiable medical help, please dive safely following 

these guidelines… 

 All divers must be trained and certified by a recognised international training agency and 

physically fit to dive.  Every diver (or, in the case of minors, a parent or legal guardian) must sign 

a liability release form before being allowed to dive… 

 Every diver is recommended to show proof of insurance covering medical evacuation and 

treatment for decompression sickness, baro trauma, or other dive related injuries… 

 It is your responsibility to ensure that your dive gear, including rental equipment, is in good 

working order and appropriate for the conditions you will be diving…  



 Make sure you understand conduct rules, as well as any special instructions or emergency 

procedures explained to you by your dive leader… 

 It is your responsibility to attend dive briefings before every dive and to comply with depth 

limits, time limits, and other instructions from your dive leader... 

 In addition to standard rental gear, all divers should consider to purchase independantly and 

carry the following safety items on every dive:  Surface marker buoy (SMB), such as a tube, lift 

bag, emergency flag, or other appropriate daytime visual signaling device…  A dive light, 

emergency strobe or other appropriate night visual signaling device…  A whistle, air horn or 

other appropriate auditory signaling device…  Other recommended items include a compass, 

knife or line cutter, and back up auditory and visual signaling devices (dye packs, pyrotechnics, 

signal mirror etc)... 

  In some locations divers may experience strong currents, including down currents and eddies... 

These conditions can be dangerous, particularly for inexperienced divers…   It is your privilege 

and responsibility to refuse to dive if you feel that conditions are beyond your current level of 

certification, training, experience, or physical fitness… 

 Adhere to sensible depth limits and profiles...  Purchasing a personal dive computer is strongly 

recommended, but make sure you know how to use your dive computer and understand the 

meaning of all the display data, warnings and alarms...  Always dive conservatively, do not push 

the computer’s no decompression limit...  Divers engaged in repetitive dives over multiple days 

should be particularly cautious about dive profiles and safety stops...  

 Speed of ascent should be limited to 9 meters/minute (30 feet/minute)…  

 If possible, avoid repetitive dives to increasing depths (reverse profiles), and observe at least a 

1.5 hour surface interval between dives… 

 Complete a 3-5 minute safety stop at a depth of 4-5 meters (13-16 feet) at the end of every dive 

unless deteriorating sea conditions or other factors dictate that the safety stop must be reduced 

or omitted...  For dives to depths of 30 meters or more, additional deep stops are 

recommended…  If your dive computer does not provide guidance on performing deep stops, 

ask your dive leader for guidance and advice...  

 Stay hydrated, do not use alcohol, drugs, or caffeine throughout the diving day...  Avoid 

strenuous exercise after diving… 

 Report to your dive leader any changes in your physical condition that may impact your dive 

safety or the safety of others… 

 In the event of an accident or emergency, it is your responsibility to render assistance to 

another diver to the extent that your training, experience, and physical fitness allow, or to alert 

your dive leader or another diver qualified to render assistance…  Do not undertake a rescue 

effort that puts yourself or other divers at risk...  

 Do not fly or ascend to an altitude of 2,500 meters (9,000 feet) or more within 24 hours after 

your last dive…  A longer surface interval is recommended and should be considered after 

repetitive dives, over multiple days…  Divers engaging in repetitive dives, over multiple days 

should consider a 24 hour break every 3 or 4 days…  



 Most marine life poses little hazard for divers who refrain from touching or harassing the 

marine life... However, fish with venomous spines and some invertebrates (sea urchins, crown 

of thorns starfish, and some cone shells) can cause serious injuries if touched or handled...  Fish 

such as the titan triggerfish and moray eel may be dangerous if harassed or approached when 

they are protecting egg bearing nests…  Other forms of marine life, such as hydroids, fire coral, 

and some anemones, jellyfish and sponges can cause injuries that could contribute to a serious 

diving accident, or may be dangerous to persons who are particularly sensitive…   

 Failure to observe these conservation and dive safety rules, particularly repeated or aggravated cases, 

and/or any actions which endanger the vessel, its employees, passengers and guests may be grounds 

for barring further participation in diving and/or mandatory departure and removal from the vessel… 

 There are no depth limits in this code…  This is something we leave to the trip director/dive leaders, 

taking into account the location, conditions, and capabilities of the divers…  The code does not 

specifically prohibit decompression diving…  We prefer to not have decompression diving aboard Kira 

Kira, particularly for repetitive diving on a liveaboard…  It is sometimes much safer for a diver to incur a 

few minutes deco and just do the time (and hopefully a bit extra on top of that), than to clock down 

their computer to 10 seconds and then do a rapid ascent… 


